Abstract. Pain is a natural alarm that aids the body in avoiding potential danger and can also present as an important indicator in clinics. Infrared laser-evoked potentials can be used as an objective index to evaluate nociception. In animal studies, a short-pulse laser is crucial because it completes the stimulation before escape behavior. The objective of the present study was to obtain the temporal and spatial temperature distributions in the skin caused by the irradiation of a short-pulse laser. A fast speed infrared camera was used to measure the surface temperature caused by a CO 2 laser of different durations (25 and 35 ms) and power. The measured results were subsequently implemented with a three-layer finite element model to predict the subsurface temperature. We found that stratum corneum was crucial in the modeling of fast temperature response, and escape behaviors correlated with predictions of temperature at subsurface. Results indicated that the onset latency and duration of activated nociceptors must be carefully considered when interpreting physiological responses evoked by infrared irradiation.
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Introduction
Pain is nature's alarm to the body to avoid potential danger. Congenital pain deficiency usually leads to limb and oral injuries or early death. In contrast, hypersensitivity to pain impairs the quality of life. 1, 2 Pain is also a very useful indicator in clinical diagnosis. However, pain as a subjective experience is affected by age, gender, language, attention, former experience and many other factors. A precise, repeatable noxious stimulus is necessary to obtain an objective measure of pain sensation and pain responses.
Infrared laser is energy-controlled, highly reproducible heat pain stimulation. 3 Infrared laser irradiation evokes EEG potential changes in healthy humans. 4, 5 These laser heat evoked potentials are objective indices of central processing of nociceptive information in the brain. 6, 7 In addition, radiant heat stimulation is essential for wakeful, freely moving behavioral animal studies. [8] [9] [10] Short-pulse lasers of tens of milliseconds offer several advantages over a long-pulse laser, including completing noxious stimuli before escape behaviors, [8] [9] [10] reducing tissue damage, and increasing synchronization of neuronal activities.
Temperature distribution of infrared lasers affects the moment, period, and number of activated nociceptors. These further affect the conduction velocity, responsive period, and responsive magnitude of laser-evoked responses. A twodimensional (2-D) axial model, instead of a one-dimensional (1-D), can provide sufficient information to simulate the activation of nociceptors. However, 2-D axial temperature distribution of short-pulse lasers remains unavailable. Current knowledge is based on a longer pulse duration (hundreds of milliseconds) in human data. 11, 12 Currently, the precise distributions of short-pulse lasers are highly dependent on 1-D mathematic modeling with experimental validation 13 or rely on 1-D 14 or three-dimensional (3-D) 15 mathematic modeling without experimental validation.
Nociceptors are free nerve endings that can be activated by noxious stimuli. In rats, two major types of cutaneous nociceptors are distributed within epidermis, except stratum corneum. 16 One type is transmitted by myelinated Aδ fiber, called Amechano-heat nociceptors (AMHs), and the other type is transmitted by unmyelinated C fiber, the C-mechano-heat nociceptors (CMHs). The thresholds of nociceptors vary in different studies. The thresholds of AMHs are above 47°C 17 and 43.8 AE 0.4°C
18 whereas the threshold of CMHs are 37-47°C, 50-52°C 17 and 55.4 AE 0.7°C. 18 This study assumed that 43°C at viable epidermis (40 to 90 μm 19, 20 in depth) would activate a number of CMHs and AMHs. We calculated the onset latency, supra-threshold period, and maximal radius of 43°C at epidermis of 40 μm in depth.
The CO 2 laser was the first short-pulse infrared laser used for the study of pain. 3 Since then, the CO 2 laser has been widely used in human and animal pain studies. [8] [9] [10] [21] [22] [23] We investigated six intensities of short-pulse (25 and 35 ms) CO 2 laser, which ranged from innocuous to noxious indicated by paw lifting. We applied laser pulses on the hind paw of the rat under anesthesia, and detected surface temperature distribution by a fast speed infrared camera. We simulated the surface temperature by a three-layer finite element model in 2-D and predicted subsurface temperature profiles. The results are beneficial to interpret the physiological responses induced by a CO 2 laser, as well as for assessing the thermal effects on tissue.
Materials and Methods

Measurement of Surface Temperature
An infrared camera was used (TVS-8500, NEC Avio Infrared Technologies, Tokyo, Japan), with a sampling rate of 120 frames per second. The camera, fixed on a tripod that continuously monitored the skin, had a spatial resolution of seven to 10 pixels per cm. A 2 × 2-cm copper plate was placed beneath the stimulation site to calibrate the spatial resolution. The camera received a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) signal to start frame capturing. A total of 600 frames were captured in every trial. The emission rate of the rat's paw was measured in a preliminary study (n ¼ 1). The rat was anesthetized by sodium pentobarbital (65 mg∕kg). A K-type thermal couple was placed tightly on the skin surface of the paw, which was then heated by a hairdryer from room temperature to 90°C. The skin temperature was measured by the thermal couple and the infrared camera, the purpose being that this procedure would cover the full range of the surface temperature change in our calibration of the infrared camera. The emission rate equaled 0.9, which was the linear correlation coefficient of temperatures measured by the infrared camera and the thermal couple.
CO 2 Laser Machine
The CO 2 laser (Blue Sky Tech., Taipei, Taiwan) operated at TEM 00 mode and generated an infrared radiation beam (wavelength ¼ 10;600 nm). Beam diameter was 3.5 mm, and the beam divergence was 4 mR, with a standard deviation of Gaussian fit of the laser profile (σ) being 0.875 mm. The target area of the laser beam was co-localized with a visible red light and its power and duration were adjustable, ranging from zero to 10 W and 99 ms, respectively. Five laser powers (1, 3, 5, 7 , and 9 W) combined with 25-ms pulse duration were used, along with a 5 W-35 ms laser pulse. The CO 2 laser can receive a TTL signal to emit one pulse at 85 ms later (innate delay). The CO 2 laser was placed 9 cm above the rat's paw.
Experimental Animals
Three male Wistar rats (330, 550, and 610 gw) were anesthetized by sodium pentobarbital (65 mg∕kg, i.p.), and their body temperatures were maintained at 37°C by a homeothermic blanket. The rat was laid on the table and the hind paw was fixed with tape. Supplemental anesthetic doses (20 mg∕kg, i.p.) were administered if the rat exhibited signs of light and quick breathing and pinch reflex.
Experimental Protocols
One TTL signal was sent to the infrared camera and the CO 2 laser to trigger frame-capturing and single-pulse emission. We reconstructed the surface temperature by recording the first 11 consequent frames (8.3 ms interval) from temperature rising, subsequent nine of every five frames (41.5 ms interval), and the last frame ( Fig. 1 ). The order of stimulation was 1 W-, 3 W-, 5 W-, and 7 W-25 ms, 5 W-35 ms, and 9 W-25 ms, with the interval between each laser pulse set at least 3 min to maintain the baseline temperate. The stimulation sites were slightly shifted during the experiment to prevent skin damage; the animals recovered from anesthesia after receiving 9 W-25 ms stimulation.
Estimation of SubSurface Temperature by Finite Element Model
We first used a two-layer fininte element model (FEM-2, Fig. 2 ), which was also used in a human study, 11 to represent the skin of the rat's paw. However, the simulation results were not satisfactory (see Sec. 3). Instead, we used a three-layer model (FEM-3, Fig. 2 ), which contains stratum corneum. The thickness of stratum corneum was 40 μm, and the remaining epidermis was 50 μm. 20 The dermis was 800 μm thick. 19 The thermal conductivity of stratum corneum and the viable epidermis was 0.1 W∕ðm × KÞ (Refs. 24 and 25) (K is the absolute temperature). The other parameters were set according to Frahm et al. 11 The temperature distribution was based on Pennes's bioheat Fig. 1 Experimental protocols. TTL trigger immediately started frame capture of infrared camera (IR frame capture). TTL trigger also started a pulse of CO 2 laser 85 ms later (innate latency of CO 2 laser). The 11 consequent frames (8.3 ms interval) from temperature (Temp) rising, subsequent nine of every five frames (41.5 ms interval), and the last frame were recorded (filled blocks of IR frame capture).
equation [Eq. (1)]
. 26 The heat source (Q, W∕m 2 ) was assumed as exclusively contributed by the laser, which is described by Eq. (2). The equation was solved by FEM in MatLab (pdetool, MathWorks, Natick, MA). We chose 3313 triangular elements to solve the equation. The lowest boundary of dermis was assumed as a constant temperature (Dirichlet condition, ΔT ¼ 0). The other boundary conditions were assumed to be thermal-isolated (Neumann condition, heat flux ¼ 0). The heat-transfer coefficient (q) of every boundary was 3. 
where ρ is tissue density, c is specific heat of tissue, T is tissue temperature, t is time, k is thermal conductivity, P in is laser power (W), μ a is the absorption coefficient of tissue assumed to contain 35% or 40% water (30,000 or 35,000 1∕m), z is the depth from skin surface, σ is the standard deviation of Gaussian fit of the laser profile (0.875 mm), and r is the distance from the axis of the laser beam.
Paw-Lifting Ratio Measurement
The paw-lifting ratios of an additional 15 rats were measured when receiving laser heat stimulation. Rats were placed in a transparent box (size: 20 × 26 × 35 cm) with a grid floor. Rats were habituated in the same environment half hour a day for 3 days before the measurement. The laser beam passed through the grid to stimulate the paw. Rats received laser stimulation only under a resting state, which was indicated by open eyes, standing still, regular breathing, and no whisker vibration. Ten shots of the laser were applied on the same paw, but shifted slightly. The inter-stimulus-interval was at least 20 s. Paw lifting ratio was the number of paw lifting among 10 stimuli, and presented in percentage.
Data Analysis
The onset latency, supra-threshold duration, and range of activated nociceptors were calculated from FEM-3 data. The onset latency was defined as the first instant that tissue at a depth of 40 μm reached 43°C. The supra-threshold duration was defined as the period that tissue at a depth of 40 μm reached 43°C. The maximal heating radius was defined as the maximal radius at a depth of 40 μm where temperature reached 43°C. The measured peak temperature of 5 W-25 ms and 7 W-25 ms were tested by Student's t test. The correlation between measured and predicted temperature on skin surface was conducted by Pearson product-moment correlation. 11 The intensities at which paw-lifting ratios exceeded baseline significantly as induced by different laser intensities were tested by ANOVA on Ranks (Kruskal-Wallis test) and Dunn's post-hoc method. The correlation between temperature at 40-μm subsurface and paw-lifting ratios was conducted by Finney Probit analysis, which is a specialized regression model of binominal response variables. 28 
Results
First, we measured six different laser intensities. The mean baseline temperature of 27.6 AE 1.3°C increased rapidly and reached the maximal temperature at the end of the pulse. Once the laser terminated, the temperature decreased in an exponential manner [ Fig. 3(Aa) ]. The longer pulse duration postponed the timing of the maximal temperature [ Fig. 3(Ab) ]. The spatial distributions on the skin surface were exponentially decayed from the axis of laser beam [ Fig. 3(Ba) ]. The peak temperature of 7 W-25 ms and 5 W-35 ms were equivalent [t-test, p ¼ 0.176, Fig. 3(Bb) ].
The differences of surface temperature between FEM-2 and experimental data (3.5 AE 1.7°C) was larger than that between FEM-3 and experimental data [0.8 AE 0.7°C, p < 0.001, Fig. 4(a) ]. The heat spread was more restricted in depth in FEM-3 than in FEM-2 [ Fig. 4(b) ]. However, this difference was less obvious when the pulse duration was longer [ Fig. 4(c) ]. The correlation coefficient of surface temperature predicted by FEM-2 and FEM-3 increased from 0.992 to 0.999 when the pulse duration increased from 25 to 120 ms. Thus, we concluded that FEM-3 is more suitable to predict short-pulse laser than FEM-2. The surface temperature profiles predicted by FEM-3 were comparable with the experimental data [FEM-3 and Exp. Data in Fig. 5(a) ]. The Pearson correlation coefficients of FEM-3 (r) were higher than 0.99. Figure 5 (b) shows a peak temperature of FEM-3 and experimental data (upper panel). The peak differences of 1 W, 3 W, 5 W, 7 W, and 9 W-25 ms were 0.02°C, 1.0°C, 3.2°C, 0.5°C, and 3.5°C, respectively. The peak difference of 5 W-35 ms was 0.3°C (lower panel). Table 1 illustrates peak temperatures of measured and predicted data.
We used FEM-3 to predict subsurface temperature (Fig. 6 ). Because the threshold of nociceptors was assumed as 43°C 17, 18 and the baseline temperature of our data was 27.6 AE 1.3°C, the baseline temperature of ≧15°C was viewed as a critical ΔT that can activate nociceptors of a rat's paw. The temperature distribution at various depths is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . The depth Table 1 illustrates the detailed data of predicted temperature at a depth of 40 μm.
The spatial distributions of 7 W-25 ms and 5 W-25 ms are illustrated in Fig. 7(A) and 7(B) . At the time point when the laser heat pulse terminated, the heat was still restricted inside the superficial layer [as in Fig. 7(A) and 7(B) ]. At 1.5 and 2 times of the laser-pulse duration, the heat conducted to the surroundings and the temperature formed an isometric pattern [b and c in Fig. 7(A) and 7(B) ]. The maximal radius that reached the critical ΔT at the depth of 40 μm of 5 W-, 7 W-, and 9 W-25 ms were 0.9 mm, 1.1 mm, and 1.2 mm [ Fig. 7(C) ], respectively. Table 1 lists the measured, predicted peak temperature and the paw-lifting ratio of different laser intensities. On the skin surface, either measured or predicted peak temperature occurs at the end of the laser pulse. The differences of the measured and predicted peak temperature were smaller than 3.5°C. At the 40 μm depth under the skin surface, a laser of variable intensities produced peak temperatures with a time lag comparing to the surface. Only the laser intensities higher than 5 W-25 ms produced temperature higher than critical ΔT, which may activate nociceptors. The critical ΔT occurred faster and lasted longer while the laser intensity increased. The laser intensity of 1 W-25 ms did not induce paw lifting, whereas 3 W-25 ms induced 29 AE 23% paw lifting, which did not differ from 1 W-25 ms. In contrast, the laser intensities of 5 W-25 ms, 7 W-25 ms, 5 W-35 ms, and 9 W-25 ms induced higher lifting ratio (ANOVA on Ranks with Dunn's post-hoc test, p < 0.05 compared to 1 W-25 ms and 3 W-25 ms). The increment of peak ΔT at depth of 40 μm correlated significantly with the increment of paw-lifting ratio (Finney Probit analysis, p < 0.001). Hence, our prediction of nociceptors activation was validated with a nociceptive behavior index.
Discussion
We measured and simulated the surface temperature distribution induced by short-pulse CO 2 laser. By using three-layer finite element modeling, we predicted onset latency, supra-threshold duration, and the maximal radius that can activate nociceptors. The prediction corresponded well with the paw-lifting ratio, a commonly used nociception index of the rat. The sampling rate of our infrared camera (120 Hz) was sufficient to detect the rapid temperature changes caused by laser heat irradiation. There were four sampling points during the 25 to 35 ms rapid heating phase and 15 sampling points during the temperature decay phase. Our prediction of short-pulse laser had smaller prediction errors than other pure predictions based on single-layer model 14, 15 or two-layer model. 11 The effect of stratum corneum was less obvious when pulse duration was longer. This may be the reason that the two-layer model operated efficiently in longer pulse duration, 11 but not in this study for the short-pulse laser. We adjusted the thermal conductivity of epidermis and dermis as 0.1 24, 25 and 0.2 W∕m × K, which was smaller than most of the human studies reported. [29] [30] [31] [32] Because the thermal conductivity was directly proportional to water content of skin, 24 we assumed that the water content of rats' paw skin was lower than that of human skin.
Heating rate affected the threshold of escape behavior 33 and nociceptors. The paw-lifting threshold induced by 6.5°C to 7.5°C∕s was approximately 52°C. 18, 34 The thresholds of Aδ nociceptors were 43.8 AE 0.4°C, 18 47°C or 50°C 17 when heated at 6.5°C∕s and 8°C∕s. The thresholds of C nociceptors were 55.4 AE 0.7°C, 18 37°C or 50°C 17 when heated at 6.5°C∕s and 8°C∕s. Our data indicated that the escape threshold was between the temperature induced by 3 W-and 5 W-25 ms, which was 42.3°C to 52.9°C.
The precise temporal profile helps to re-access the thermal effects of a CO 2 laser. The onset latency is a critical parameter when estimating conduction velocities of afferent inputs and sensory pathways. The recommendation based on our data will be to subtract the latency of activated nociceptors (onset latency) from latency of responses, especially when using lower laser power. According to the present study, the onset latency ranged from 11.7 to 19.5 ms ( Table 1 ). The FEM-3 data indicated that the supra-threshold duration of subsurface lasts longer than laser pulse. Because the subsurface temperature remained higher than the critical temperature for 171 to 399.3 ms (Table 1) , we conjecture that besides a synchronized activation of the nociceptors at the onset latency, there would be further temporal summation of additional activations in these supra-threshold temperature periods.
The diameter of receptive fields of AMH and CMH of a rat's foot are less than 1 mm in diameter. 17 A number of CMHs have larger ovoid receptive fields of 2 to 4 mm in the longer diameter. 17 Our data demonstrated that the 5 W-25 ms laser produced a heated area with maximal radius of 0.9 mm, which can activate a single nociceptor. Laser heats of 7 W-and 9 W-25 ms produced a heated area with maximal radius of 1.1 and 1.2 mm, respectively, which can activate more than one nociceptor. In this case, spatial summation of nociceptive activities may be induced.
There are many solid state infrared lasers currently in use in research and in clinics. Erbium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Er:YAG) emits laser of 2940 nm. The absorption coefficient of water is 10 5 m −1 , 35 which is comparable to that of CO 2 laser. Thulium-doped YAG (Tm:YAG) emits a laser of 1930 nm. The absorption coefficient of water is 10 4 m −1 , 36 which is less than that of a CO 2 and an Er:YAG laser. Other lasers such as neodymium-doped YAG (Nd:YAG), neodymiumdoped yttrium aluminum perovskite (Nd:YAP), and diode laser emits lasers of near infrared spectrum. The absorption coefficient of water is much lower, in the range of 10 1 − 10 2 m −137 Argon and copper vapor laser emits lasers in visible light spectrum. The absorption coefficient of water is as low as to 10 −2 m −1 . 38 Although the water absorption of lasers in near infrared and visible light spectrum is low, on the other hand, the absorption of hemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin is higher (10 5 to 10 7 m −1 ). 39 Hence, the primary thermal effect of lasers with near infrared and visible light spectrum may be due to the absorption of hemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin, so that the results of the present study might not apply. The present results may represent Er:YAG and Tm:YAG lasers whose thermal effects are primarily caused by water absorption.
In summary, precise pain stimulator applied on animal models are critical in pain and nociception research. A shortpulse laser (tens of milliseconds) has important applications in nociception research of behavioral animals. We constructed a three-layer model that was appropriate to simulate temperature distribution of a short-pulse laser. Our results are beneficial to interpreting the physiological responses induced by CO 2 laser, as well as for assessing the thermal effects on tissue.
